Universities of Applied Sciences Core Funding From 2021

76% Education

- 56% Bachelor’s Degrees
  - Coefficients: graduation times, multiple similar degrees, fields of education
  - Funding up to the agreed target

- 9% Continuous learning
  - ECTS based on cooperation 1%

- 6% Number of employed graduates and quality of employment
  - Number of employed graduates 3%, graduate tracking 3%

- 3% Student feedback

- 2% Degrees in vocational teacher training

19% Research and Development

- 11% External R&D funding

- 6% Master’s Degrees

5% Other education and R&D policy considerations

- 5% Strategic funding
  - Part A. Strategy of the UAS, implementation of the strategy, profiling, internationalisation
  - Part B. National education and R&D aims
  - Emphasis on part A

2% Publications, public artistic and design activities, audiovisual material and ICT software
  - Coefficient for open publications 1,2